
Law Enforcement
Defensive Tactics Training Course

- De-Escalation
- Prevention & Decision Making
- Arrest & Control
- Weapon Retention
- Mask Retention

Instructor Danny Zelig is a premier Krav Maga expert, instructor, and teacher trainer. He is a 2nd generation Israeli Krav Maga 
instructor of Imi Lichtenfeld (founder of Krav Maga), certified directly by Imi’s most senior disciple and Head of the Rank 
Committee. He has been actively practicing and teaching Krav Maga to civilians, military, and law enforcement for over 30 years.

During his military service, Danny served as an Infantry Staff Sergeant for an active combat unit 
within the elite Golani Brigade of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF), including tours of duty in 
Lebanon and the occupied territories. After being selected to become a Military Krav Maga 
Instructor, he received his certification in 1987, and subsequently taught Krav Maga in the IDF to 
active infantry service members for the remainder of his service. With his background and proven 
results, he has continued to be in demand as a top instructor for private and public security 
agencies both in Israel and the US.

Danny founded Tactica, and as Head Instructor oversees Tactica’s rigorous tactical and civilian 
instructor certifications and continuing education for current instructors.

Date:  Friday April 17, 2020
Time:   8 hours 0800-1700
Facility: Tactica Headquarters, 1030 Duane Ave, Santa Clara
Tuition: $450 / student

This is an 8 hour intensive format course, designed for all peace 
officers. This course provides a deeper study of some of the core 
concepts necessary for officers to respond to critical incidents 
safely. We will focus on building skills to handle high-stakes 
scenarios throughout the continuum, including growing your 
de-escalation skills and practicing decision making under pressure. 
We will also expand your arrest & control tactics, as well as 
developing your weapon retention and mask retention. 

pro@tactica.training • (415) 390-5728


